
SLO Text SLO Level Course Number Fully Achieved Partially
Achieved Failed to Achieve

Analyze the substance of others' beliefs and conceptual frameworks using the Socratic method
and philosophical dialog. C PHIL-C100 44.93 % 13.22 % 41.85 % 

Explain, analyze, and critique philosophical thought about the central topics of philosophy. C PHIL-C100 50.66 % 15.86 % 33.48 % 
Apply philosophical skills in order to a) be able to see a problem or challenge in a wider
context, b) create complex analogies between new and old contexts, c) be able to bring
philosophical resources to bear on solutions to conceptual problems. 

C PHIL-C100 47.58 % 11.45 % 40.97 % 

Analyze and evaluate philosophical arguments for reasonability, soundness, and fallacious and
factual content and conclusions. C PHIL-C100 45.81 % 13.66 % 40.53 % 

Recognize and evaluate deductive arguments for validity and soundness. C PHIL-C115 54.09 % 25.15 % 20.76 % 
Recognize and evaluate inductive arguments for strength and cogency. C PHIL-C115 55.85 % 21.64 % 22.51 % 
Identify and analyze the structure of an argument and the most common forms of informal
fallacies. C PHIL-C115 59.94 % 23.10 % 16.96 % 

Given a current event or scenario, the student will be able to identify the ethical issues involved
and analyze those issues from multiple perspectives based on generally accepted ethical and
moral standards. 

C PHIL-C120 59.13 % 10.87 % 30.00 % 

Given a case study or scenario, students will be able to evaluate, examine, and analyze their
personal views and the ethical standards they apply to decision making. C PHIL-C120 60.00 % 10.87 % 29.13 % 

Demonstrate ethical civic, environmental, and social responsibility. I PHIL-C120 73.04 % 4.35 % 22.61 % 
Demonstrate ability to apply critical thinking and analysis. I PHIL-C115 75.15 % 10.82 % 14.04 % 
Demonstrate innovative thinking, and adaptive, creative problem solving skills. I PHIL-C115 73.39 % 8.48 % 18.13 % 
Demonstrate innovative thinking, and adaptive, creative problem solving skills. I PHIL-C120 73.91 % 7.39 % 18.70 % 
Demonstrate understanding and respect for cultural and global diversity. I PHIL-C100 62.11 % 8.37 % 29.52 % 
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